I like to voice my citizen voice on this UNTHOUGHTFUL NEWLY EFFECTIVE DOL law for RETIREMENT INVESTMENTS. Such a bad and disadvantaging law for seniors!

My financial investment advisor told me that she could NO longer help me managing my IRA Investments due to the new law effective recently. I'm approaching RETIREMENT in few years.

On average we all can expect living for 20+ yrs beyond retirement age. I'd say this law will DISADVANTAGE MANY CITIZENS like me who rely on helps from honest trusted and proficient competent financial advisors, such as mine. Just because there are dishonest and abusive financial advisors, please do not cut off helps that are needed by most people who are not savvy in investing. You are punishing and victimizing the people who you should protect, instead of going after the villains and abusers!!!

Instead, it would be better create bolder and harsher law to punish people who abuse their trusts in people financial for retirement plans!!

Thank you.

E. Caroline Satyadi